
Sigrblot, Manifest (Blood Religion Part II)
The life of a race, of a people, is not a philosophically logical developement nor even a process which unfolds in terms of natural law. It is the formation of a mystical synthesis, of an activity of the soul which cannot be explained by rational deduction nor made intelligible through analysis of cause and effect. Comprehending the essence, the inner heart of a culture, consists therefore in elucidating its highest religious, moral, scientific, and aesthetic values. These determine its total rhythm and simultaneously qualify the reciprocal relationship and arrangements of human powers. 
The nordic essence has been plunged into its greatest hour of peril. Forces eating away at the inside of every land, together with the raw sewage of the lower depths obligate everyone concerned about the total culture of Europe to create a solid front of nordic destiny which shall cut across the artificial confrontation of victors and vanquished of the Great War. 
To the extent that the invading ethos succeeds in weakening the original races and peoples and their ideas  even physically undermining and subjugating them  it signifies the death of a culture soul and its disappearance even in its external manifestations, from the face of the earth. After such catastrophes, it is possible for the spiritual forces to regroup around the old foci and to generate a new form of being. Under a new myth the blood which died may live again. In its mystical sign, the cells of the germanic folkish soul renew themselves. Today that new faith is awakening  the mythos of the blood; The belief that to defend the blood is also to defend the divinity in man. It is a belief, effulgent with the brightest knowledge, that nordic blood respresents that mysterium which has overcome and replaced the older sacraments.
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